CORNERSTONE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
SCHOOL SUPPLIES LISTS 2020 – 2021 SCHOOL YEAR
NOTE: Please LABEL EVERYTHING including uniforms, water bottles and supplies.
PreK & Kindergarten:
Please label the following items with your child’s name:
- NO-Spill water bottle
- Two folders with pockets
- Change of clothes (shirt, pants, underwear, and socks. Put
them in a sealed and labeled plastic bag, does not have to be
uniform clothing)
- Pencil box
- Pair of scissors (round tipped)
- One pack of 24 crayons (no larger please)
- Six regular size glue sticks (no extra-large glue sticks or liquid
glue please)
- A fine tipped dry erasable marker
- Two pencils
- One notebook (spiral or composition)
- One 12 quart storage container
- If you can find them, disinfectant wipes
- If you can find them, hand sanitizer
- One box of Kleenex
First & Second Grade:
- #2 pencils (not mechanical)
- NO-Spill water bottle
- Colored pencils
- Good 5” scissors
- Pencil Box
- Two glue sticks
- Six folders with pockets: One each of Red, Orange, Yellow,
Green, Blue & Purple
- Three Composition Notebooks: One each of Red, Green &
Purple
- One folder of any color/design
- A Bible
For the class to share:
- Two boxes of tissues
- One container of disinfectant wipes
- Hand sanitizer
Third & Fourth Grade:
- Bible–1 black plastic 3 prong folder w/2 pockets
- A Bible–not too big as space is limited
- Writing-1 blue spiral 1 subject notebook & 1 blue plastic 3 prong
folder w/2 pockets
- Reading-1 purple, pink, or grey plastic 3 prong folder w/2
pockets
- Science-1 green plastic 3 prong folder with 2 pockets
- History-1yellow or orange 3 prong folder w/2 pockets
- Unfinished work-3 durable 2 pocket folder any color of design
that is school appropriate & different from colors above no
prongs needed
- Take Home-1 red plastic 3 prong folder w/2 pockets
- 2 or 3 drawing pads no larger than 10X12
- Free Time-1 pocket folder of your child’s choice
- Desk Supplies-hard plastic pencil case (picture on back), 24 or
more pencils of real wood #2, (plastic coated pencils don’t
sharpen well), scissors, 6 glue sticks(small), 2 packs of multicolored thinline highlighters, 1 package of pencil-cap erasers,

-

small pencil sharpener that holds shavings, 24 count crayons, 6
to 8” water bottle (or 2), 12 inch ruler with easy to read numbers,
both thin line & thick erasable markers (low oder if possible
Optional-small pack of colored pencils or markers, a mini stapler,
a change of clothes in a separate bag to leave here.
Shared supplies-4 boxes of tissues, hand sanitizer, quart or
gallon zip lock bags, 4 rolls of paper towel, wipes, masking tape

Fifth & Sixth Grade:
- One pack of #2 pencils (not mechanical)
- Good 5” scissors
- Two three ringed binders 1”
- One package of college ruled paper
- One large pencil eraser
- Eight folders, one each of: red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
purple and 2 additional of any color
- One package of 5 tab binder dividers
- One pack of colored pencils
- Two packs of 3”X3” post-it notes
- Four glue sticks
- Two college ruled composition notebooks
- Four black dry erase markers
- One box of tissues to share with class
- A Bible
- NO-Spill water bottle
- One small bottle of hand sanitizer
- One container of disinfectant wipes
- A string bag for gym clothes
Seventh and Eighth Grade:
- Mechanical pencils
- Package of red pens
- Colored pencils
- Markers
- Highlighters
- Pencil pouch
- 4 packs of 3X5 note cards
- 3 packs of loose leaf paper
- 2 composition notebooks (NO spiral bound please)
- Two 1-1/2 “ binders
- 8 tab dividers with pockets for binders
- Basic calculator
- Scissors
- 3 folders with pockets
- Tissues
- Hand sanitizer
Ninth through Twelfth Grade:
- #2 pencils (mechanical is fine)
- Dark blue or black pens (no reds, pinks, purples, greens etc.)
- A 12” ruler (both scales)
- A basic scientific calculator (inexpensive ones are fine, but they
need the scientific functions)
- A 6” protractor and a math compass
- Two or more 3 ringed binders (Binders can be divided into
different class sections or students may have a binder for each
subject.)

-

-

1000 sheets wide rule paper (The teachers will not accept
papers torn out of spiral notebooks including the microperf
pages.)
300 index cards
Book cover material for 6 books
50 sheets ¼” graph paper
A study Bible (Teacher uses New King James)
A basic concordance that is for the Bible translation the student
uses
Two boxes of tissues to share with the class

REMEMBER, the drinking fountains will not be
available, so bring a second water bottle as
needed. Load one with ice cubes or put in an
insulated lunch bag with an ice pack so it is cold
in the afternoon.

